Storytelling 
Family History

Purpose: Students will create a book or play explaining their family story. The theme of the activity is immigration, but can be adapted to fit those students families who have not experienced immigration.  This curriculum is a great opportunity for family stories to be heard and a great community building experience because it allows others to think about their own ancestors and stories.


Step# 1 Activity 
Explain to students that they will be talking about immigration.  Ask students “ Why do you think some people leave their homes in other countries to come to America”. Next, divide the class into two groups ( Group 1 & Group 2). Explain to group “one” they can eat whatever they want and have an unlimited amount. Group “two” will have their food rationed and explain that sometimes their group might not have enough food for everyone. Tell group “two” they can move to group “one” if they feel their group is unlivable for them. After, have a discussion with the students so they can express how they feel. Ask them why they chose to stay or move. When the conversation is over explain to the class that immigration means to move from one country to another country and one reason people immigrate is due to lack of food resources. 

Step #2 Video
 	Provide students with a visual about immigration. Watch “From Immigrant to Citizen” starting at (0:00 - 1:20). https://vimeo.com/64921838.  Have students listen to Immaculee llibagiza’s reason for immigrating to America. Provide a discussion how that makes them feel. To make sure they understand what immigration means ask students “What motivates people to leave their countries ?” 
          
Step # 3 Family Interview
Provide students with a list of questions they can ask their families. Have them bring in photographs and stories they have gathered. Since not every student may have families that have immigrated from another country provide questions about why their family chose to move to the city they reside in today.

Step # 4 Group Discussion
 	 Students will break into groups and discuss similarities and contrasts. Have them write up a 5-10 minute script and practice their performance. Document their presentations using video and photography. Another option for students is to write a book about their family history. 

Closing questions: What similarities exist among various immigration stories? 
What similarities do families have that immigrated or did not immigrate


Additional Resources:
“In & Out of Shadows” https://vimeo.com/136476387
 This clip provides an example about immigration shown through a play. 

